Dean’s List

Fall 2015

Logan Aughtry  Annsley Banks  Derek Berry  Zachary Berry  Elizabeth Beyer  Michele Cardo  Kelty Carson  Gabrielle Daly  Devon Fray  Deniz Houston  Sarah Jennings  Hailey Karr  Nadia Klincewicz

Morgan Larimer  Nicholas Lavergne  Rebecca Madigan  Kimberly Meighan  Sydney Moreano  Margaret Panetta  Lydia Peacock  Joseph Quisol  Natalie Rand  Alexandra Rodriguez  Chelsea Roland  Mary White

- Student was enrolled in and completed at least 14 semester hours and earned a GPA of 3.600 or higher
- A student may not have an "I" (Incomplete) or a grade lower than "C" to qualify. No dean’s list is released for courses taken during the summer terms. This honor will be noted on the transcript as “Distinguished.”